EXAM INFORMATION
Chemistry 320N Spring 2017
Organic Chemistry, Part II  Unique Number: 50210  MWF 11:00 - 11:50, Welch 2.224

Lecturer: Dr. Brent Iverson  Teaching Assistans: Christopher Wight, Elizabeth Gratton, James Langford, Victoria Garza, Sam Dahlhauser, Axel Steinbruck

Course Websites: Main resource: http://iverson.cm.utexas.edu/courses/310N/Index.html
Canvas:https://utexas.instructure.com/courses/1186015/pages/welcome-to-ch-320n

Exams: Three mid-term exams will be given during the course of the semester. They will be held on Thursday evenings from 7:00 - 9:00 PM on the following days:

**Thursday, February 16, 7:00 - 9:00 PM, Rooms: WEL 2.224, BUR 106** Those of you with last names starting with the letters A-L report to WEL 2.224, those with last names starting with M-Z report to BUR 106.

Alternate Time (for excused changes only*): 4:00 - 6:00 PM, Room: UTC 2.112A

**Thursday, March 23, 7:00 - 9:00 PM, Rooms: WEL 2.224, BUR 106** Those of you with last names starting with the letters A-L report to WEL 2.224, those with last names starting with M-Z report to BUR 106.

Alternate Time (for excused changes only*): 4:00 - 6:00 PM, Room: UTC 2.112A

**Thursday, April 20, 7:00 - 9:00 PM, Rooms: WEL 2.224, BUR 106** Those of you with last names starting with the letters A-L report to WEL 2.224, those with last names starting with M-Z report to BUR 106.

Alternate Time (for excused changes only*): 4:00 - 6:00 PM, Room: UTC 2.112A

*An excused change is one caused by a regularly scheduled (in the course schedule) class or lab class. NOT an organization meeting, music practice or a job. If you have any unexcused conflicts, it is up to you to arrange to be present at the mid term exams from 7-9 PM (That is why the dates are published in the course catalogue)

Final Exam: Wednesday, May 10, 2-5 PM, Rooms: Hogg Memorial Auditorium (HMA)

Policy on Exam Coverage: You will be responsible for all material covered up to the Friday lecture the week before each midterm. That way you will be able to think about the material for almost an entire week before you are tested on it. Also, the pace of the class can vary, so do not be concerned if we are not on the same schedule as described below under "proposed exam topics". The bottom line is that you are only responsible for the material covered in the previous Friday's lecture, NO MATTER WHAT THE SCHEDULE IN THE SYLLABUS SAYS ABOUT "UNITS" COVERED ON EACH MIDTERM